In oncology, the expanding use of multi-gene panels to explore familial cancer predisposition and tumor genome analysis has led to increased secondary findings discoveries (SFs) and has given rise to important medical, ethical, and legal issues. The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics published a policy statement for managing SFs for a list of genes, including 25 cancer-related genes. Currently, there are few recommendations in Europe. From June 2016 to May 2017, the French Society of Predictive and Personalized Medicine (SFMPP) established a working group of 47 experts to elaborate guidelines for managing information given on the SFs for genes related to cancers. A subgroup of ethicists, lawyers, patients' representatives, and psychologists provided ethical reflection, information guidelines, and materials (written consent form and video). A subgroup with medical expertise, including oncologists and clinical and molecular geneticists, provided independent evaluation and classification of 60 genes. The main criteria were the "actionability" of the genes (available screening or prevention strategies), the risk evaluation (severity, penetrance, and age of disease onset), and the level of evidence from published data. Genes were divided into three classes: for class 1 genes (n = 36), delivering the information on SFs was recommended; for class 2 genes (n = 5), delivering the information remained questionable because of insufficient data from the literature and/or level of evidence; and for class 3 genes (n = 19), delivering the information on SFs was not recommended. These guidelines for managing SFs for cancer-predisposing genes provide new insights for clinicians and laboratories to standardize clinical practices.
Introduction
The expansion in panel, exome, and genome analyses by next-generation sequencing (NGS) for clinical purposes has led to an increase in secondary findings (SFs). SFs are results of a deliberate or incidental screening for alterations in genes that are not relevant to the diagnostic indication for which the sequencing test was ordered [1, 2] , unlike primary findings that are used to describe pathogenic alterations in genes that are relevant to the diagnosis. In oncology, the use of multi-gene panel analyses to explore familial cancer syndrome has expanded greatly and has led to the discovery of gene alterations that are not directly related to the initial spectrum of the search [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Somatic tumor panels or genome analysis can also lead to germline SFs for cancer genes. In exome analysis, the rate of actionable genetics SFs was estimated from 2 to 5% [9] [10] [11] . This increased detection of potentially clinically significant heritable deleterious variants over the predicted yield of targeted germline testing has given rise to important medical, ethical and legal issues on prevention for patients and their families.
The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) published a clear policy statement related to appropriate information about the possibility of secondary results given in consultation before testing and recommended that laboratories report pathogenic alterations for a list of genes, of which 25 (23 in the previous version) were cancer-predisposing genes [2, 12, 13] . Currently, there are few equivalent recommendations in Europe to manage information given on SFs for cancer-related genes (those of the European Society of Human Genetics [ESHG] [14] and those of the "100,000 Genomes Project": https://www. genomicsengland.co.uk/taking-part/results/). Recent publications have shown an important variability in European practices for the transmission of SF information from the laboratory to the clinician [15] and from the clinician to the patient [16] . Thus, we urgently need guidelines to help European molecular laboratories and clinician physicians harmonize their practice, particularly for cancer-related genes [14, 17] .
The French Society of Predictive and Personalized Medicine (Société Française de Médecine Prédictive Personnalisée [SFMPP]) set up a multidisciplinary in-depth reflection on the medical, ethical, and legal issues related to SFs for cancer-associated genes in order to elaborate guidelines for managing information given on SFs for cancer-related genes. Here, we describe the process of this reflection and mainly describe the classification system resulting from the evaluation of genes by the medical subgroup in terms of information given on SFs. We also present the guidelines and materials (informed consent forms and information media tools) for the clinical management of SFs for cancer-related genes.
Materials and methods

Composition of the expert panels
The SFMPP is an independent learned society funded by donations from public support. The SFMPP gathered a group of 47 multidisciplinary experts divided into two working subgroups. The first subgroup addressed ethical and legal questions and the second medical expertise. The ethical and legal group (n = 17) consisted of three psychologists, one sociologist, four ethicists, two methodologists, four lawyers, and three representatives of patient associations (BRCA France, the Vaincre les Maladies Lysosomales association and the Association pour la Pré-vention, Traitement Etude des Polyposes Familiales). The objective of the ethical and legal subgroup was to elaborate general recommendations on information related to patients and consent and to provide informed consent forms and an information media tool (animation movie, presented in Supplementary Information). The medical expertise group (n = 30) consisted of eight oncologists, 11 clinical geneticists, three molecular biologists, and eight cancer gene experts. The objective for the medical subgroup was to provide independent evaluation and classification of cancer genes for cancer risk and actionability according to the criteria defined in the Methods section.
Genes evaluated
The medical subgroup defined a primary list of 80 cancerrelated genes for which inherited deleterious variants have been shown to predispose to cancer. This list of candidate genes (Table 1) was established with a search of the literature and the professional experience of the steering committee. The gene NF2 was excluded from the list before evaluation because of its association with a non-malignant tumor phenotype, unlike NF1, which predisposes to malignant peripheral nerve-sheath tumors. Also, 19 genes responsible for pediatric-onset cancer predisposition (DICER1, SMARCB1, SMARCA4, RB1, ALK, WT1, PRKAR1A, PTCH1, PTCH2, XP genes PTCH1 and PTCH2, XP genes [XPA to XPG including XPV], SUFU, PRSS1, SUFU, PRSS1) were excluded (but not TSC1 and TSC2 for which predisposing to renal cell carcinoma most often occurs in the adult setting [18] ) because the present work aimed to elaborate recommendations for adults. This choice was justified by the lack of involvement of the child in the genetic testing process (subject to parental agreement), the sensitive character that can take such announcements and the fact that most frequent cancer predispositions affect adults. Thus, this topic for children will require specific considerations.
The actionability assessment
A total of 60 genes were evaluated and scored by the SFMPP medical subgroup. The genes were classified by risk and actionability (validated screening or prevention strategies available) into three classes according to the criteria described below. Finally, 228 evaluation sheets were completed by 16 independent experts and analyzed by the steering committee. The evaluation methodology and a flowchart of the evaluation process is in Supplementary Information. Briefly, the group evaluated genes in five meetings from June 2016 to May 2017 (held in Paris, Montpellier, and Dijon, France). After a synthesis of the existing literature at the time of the evaluation, each gene was evaluated for risk (severity, penetrance, age of disease onset) and actionability as well as level of evidence of this information in the literature. A mean of 2.65 experts evaluated each gene. Discrepancies in evaluation were discussed with the steering committee.
The evaluation questionnaire is presented in Table 2 and the evaluation process is presented in Fig. 1 . To strengthen the evaluation score for the perspective of actionability, the penetrance score was adjusted (doubled) for power. Thus, early predispositions, justifying the earliest actionability, were highlighted. If the gene concerned predisposition to several tumor pathologies, the evaluators were asked to assess each risk when possible. The mean value of the evaluation score was retained for each gene. Of note, these recommendations apply to anomalies of a certain deleterious nature (pathogenic variant [19] , class 5 [20] 
Classification
The medical group classified the remaining 60 genes into three classes shown in Table 3 . Class 1 includes "actionable" genes for which informing the clinician and the patient is recommended because of available screening or preventive strategies. Class 2 includes genes with significant risk and screening or preventive measures, but the literature data or level of evidence at this time are not sufficient to consider the real benefit of an intervention. Class 3 includes genes with moderate risk of cancer and/or with limited or non-existence screening and prevention strategies, for which informing patients is not recommended. Some genes were classified in class 3 because of an insufficient actionability score (e.g., FLNC, MC1R, MITF) or low level of evidence or data in the literature (e.g., GREM1, NTHL1, MDH2, SDHAF2) [21] [22] [23] .
Results
Classification of cancer genes according to their actionability
The list of actionable genes is presented in Table 1 (their SFMPP score is available in Supplementary Information) and compared to the ACMG classification (updated) in Fig. 2 .
Synthesis of recommendations
The SFMPP recommendations on SFs in cancer-related genes are as follows: At the initial prescription for the analysis At the announcement of the primary analysis result, to confirm the patient's desire for SF information independent of the primary analysis results (confirmatory consent).
(8) Information and informed consent must mention the medical impact on relatives that SFs can represent. Standardized information tools such as digital or educational support may be encouraged. (9) SF results must be announced by a doctor qualified in medical genetics who is a member of a multidisciplinary team qualified for pre-symptomatic diagnosis. (10) A systematic collection of informed consent about constitutional SFs is recommended when prescribing a genetic analysis for tumor (somatic) characteristics for therapeutic purposes. The gene list should be regularly updated according to the evolution of knowledge about the cancer risk, the actionability and the level of evidence. The penetrance score was doubled. Thus, the final evaluation score ranged from 0 to 18. The level of proof (A to E) was established as an independent indicator of the score's reliability. Class 1 comprises genes with score ≥12 and acceptable level of proof (A or A/B). Class 2 comprises genes with score ≥12 but unacceptable level of proof (B or less). Class 3 comprises genes with score ≤12. When the level of evidence was estimated as too low or with discordance between expert evaluations, the classification of this gene was discussed with the steering committee. WGGP Working Group on Gene Phenotype
Patient information and autonomy
The SFMPP supports the need to improve and standardize the medical information related to SFs for the patient. Therefore, we developed a digital support with a collaborative partnership between the FHU-TRANSLAD federation, AnDDI-rare pathway, the Centre de reference anomalies du développement and the SFMPP for supporting giving information to patients as a 5-minute video entitled "Secondary data from high throughput genome sequencing" (in French with English subtitles). To improve the quality and harmonization of information given to the patient, this media tool could provide important and consistent support to communicate with the patient. The patient's autonomy and desire to know or ignore such results is a major point that must be respected. Based on the principle of benefit, autonomy and respect of the right not to know, the SFMPP ethical and legal subgroup elaborated specific consent forms (in Supplementary Information) for genomic studies. These consent forms can be adapted for clinical or research genomic analysis. The working group recommends collecting a first informed consent about SFs during the initial medical procedure motivating the primary genetic analysis. A second informed consent form (Fig. 3) is offered after the announcement of the primary findings so that the patient could, with more autonomy, differentiate the issues and confirm or refuse access to this information. The delivery of the SF results should be the subject of a dedicated consultation. The need to dissociate the announcement of the primary findings from that of SFs was supported by patient associations to limit the psychological impact generated.
The information concerning a multiple-gene analysis using NGS differs from that provided for targeted genetics testing because it must consider the possibility of secondary data discovery. Although detailing all eventualities of incidental discoveries when informing the patient is impractical, the patient should be provided with the main elements to allow for an informed choice when giving consent.
The clinical utility (in terms of screening and prevention), for personal and family reasons, of a secondary discovery of a pathogenic variant within an actionable gene must be explained to the patient and counterbalanced by the arguments against this information. Informing patients' relatives about genetic discovery of a primary or secondary variant in actionable genes is not only a moral responsibility but, in terms of French law, also represents a legal duty for the proband [24] . The disclosure to relatives can be particularly painful for families, even deleterious in some cases, but how this information is given to relatives should be included in the informed consent to allow the patient a better understanding and consideration of the implications Fig. 1 SFMPP working 
Class 1
Recommended to report findings to the prescribing physician and to the patient
Class 2
Data from the literature and/or level of evidence insufficient to allow the development of guidelines
Class 3
Not recommended to report to the patient of results. To facilitate this dissemination, the medical genetics team can disclose the result to the family if the patient so authorizes, thereby protecting as much as possible the patient's anonymity.
Limitations and interpretation of SFs
We deliberately chose to restrict these recommendations to deleterious variants of cancer-related genes (pathogenic variant [19] , IARC class 5 [20] ). Thus, IARC class 4 variants (probably pathogenic) and class 3 variants (variants of uncertain significance) are not retained for these guidelines. Particularly for SFs, limiting actionability to clearly pathogenic variants seems reasonable. Information on IARC variants of classes 1 (benign) and 2 (likely benign) should not be given to the practitioner or the patient because these results, unnecessary for the patient's healthcare, can involve misinterpretation of the results.
The SFMPP admits that the sensitivity of variant detection may vary among genes according to the coverage and depth of the sequencing process. Thus, the coverage and depth at the position of the gene of interest will not be the Fig. 3 Recommended steps for reporting secondary findings to the patient Fig. 2 Comparison of the SFMPP and ACMG scoring of actionable cancer-genes. For the SFMPP classification, classes 1, 2, and 3 are in red, black, and blue, respectively. Actionable genes for SFMPP (blue circle) and the ACMG classification (SF v1.0, green circle, and SF v2.0, gray circle) are represented. hmz homozygote same as that of genes secondarily and deliberately studied. This concern could result in misinterpretation by the patient and/or clinician of the results, such as the absence of a pathogenic variant in secondarily studied genes. Therefore, the report should mention the conditions of sequencing and analysis of secondary data if it differs from that of the primary data. Hence, clinicians may inform the patient that not all inherited predispositions to cancer can be excluded if no SF is detected.
The lack of detection of pathogenic variants in genes secondarily explored particularly applies to genomic analyses carried out for research purposes. The SFMPP recognizes that genomic analysis performed for health research does not always have the same sensitivity and quality criteria (depth and coverage) as that performed in a healthcare context. The lack of detection of a pathogenic variant in a secondary gene cannot be the responsibility of the laboratory (in a healthcare context or research protocol) because the technique does not have the necessary power to highlight it.
For SFs, the mention of the arguments (literature and in silico scoring) allowing to establish the pathogenicity of the reported secondary variant should be mentioned in the analysis report sent to the clinician to harmonize the understanding of the results. Given the possibility for patients to reconsider their decision to access SF results at the time of the results of the primary analysis, SF results should be reported in a second report independent of the primary findings. The re-analysis of previously generated sequencing data leading to the discovery of SFs is also completely relevant to these guidelines. The SFMPP does not advocate or oppose the active search for SFs in genes included in the SFMPP list when performing genomic examination and considers that this dynamic depends on the policy of each laboratory or medical structure with clear informed consent of the patient.
Somatic sequencing in tumors or other human tissues
Somatic multi-gene analysis with NGS can reveal germline deleterious variants as SFs [25, 26] . The need for significant sequencing depth for these somatic analyses implies that the germline characteristic of a pathogenic variant (IARC class 5) will be suspected even before confirmation by constitutional analysis. The absence of prior information regarding the search for constitutional SFs and the lack of patient positioning by informed consent are problematic. The SFMPP recommends that such analyses be the subject of a written informed consent form appropriate to the discovery of SFs before somatic analysis and before the return of results. These recommendations concern both somatic analyses performed in a healthcare context or for research.
Particularly, for research purposes, the consent form should be written or validated by a medical ethics committee before being offered to the patient.
Discussion
The expanding use of multiple panel analysis at constitutional or somatic levels in clinical practice leads to frequent discoveries of SFs for cancer-related genes. The ACMG published a clear policy statement related to appropriate information about the possibility of secondary results given in consultation before testing, but recommendations were lacking in Europe. Here, the French SFMPP presents recommendations for managing SFs for cancer-related genes in adults.
The work provided by the SFMPP is comprehensive and relevant for the patient, the laboratory and the clinician. Therefore, we needed to ensure the multidisciplinary composition of the working groups. The guidelines of the SFMPP are expressed in a context of a European extensive genome project. Indeed, several European states such as the UK (100,000 Genomes Project) [27, 28] , Iceland [29] [30] [31] , Estonia (Estonian Genome Project) [32] [33] [34] , France (Genomic Medicine France 2025) [35] , The Netherlands (Genome of The Netherlands Project) [36] , and Germany (National Genome Research Network) [37] have drawn up government plans to develop and generalize the use of large-scale genetic analyses. In this dynamic, it is likely that SFs will be more frequent and a harmonization of practices to better care for the patient seems necessary more than ever.
The SFMPP admits that the use of an evaluation questionnaire, even if evaluated by several recognized experts, may represent an evaluator-dependent subjectivity bias even with a mean of 2.65 experts evaluating each gene. To limit this bias and to globally homogenize the results, evaluation criteria were designed on the models of the ACMG and the Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen) [12, 38, 39] . We aimed to develop an open, reusable questionnaire for future SFMPP topics including genes not related to cancer predisposition. Therefore, the questionnaire does not detail the tumor pathology concerned.
The "actionability" term should be discussed, because intentionally we did not consider it from the viewpoint of isolated genetic counseling (to relatives or for prenatal purposes). For example, the discovery of a heterozygous MUTYH variant affecting protein function would essentially lead to genetic counseling but would have little impact on the patient's care. Hence, consent for SFs would not then fully correspond to the result. In the same way, the psychological impact of such results on the patient is not negligible with limited actionability for the patient.
The SFMPP recommendations may apply to genomic research. Research studies of constitutional genomics or somatic genetics should be adapted to the written informed consent as for genomic analyses performed in a medical context.
Although, there is an important overlap between the ACMG and SFMPP lists of actionable genes, additional genes are classified as class 1, requiring a return to the patient according to the SFMPP. This situation might be due to increased knowledge on risk estimation and/or validation of screening or prevention strategies. For instance, PALB2 has been recently confirmed as a major predisposing gene for breast cancer.
Recent studies have shown that RNA-seq has an efficiency comparable to that of whole-exome sequencing on tumor tissue in the detection of somatic genetic variants [40] . Although these transcriptomic analyses of tumor tissue are outside the scope of these recommendations, they could lead secondarily to the identification of germline variants in cancer-susceptibility genes and constitute SFs. Thus, before performing these analyses, the patient could be proposed a written informed consent for SFs, like that for somatic genetic analyses.
Personalized therapies are conditioned by the presence of a mutated gene of interest in the tumor but also at the constitutional level. This is the case for poly(ADP) ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitors such as olaparib for metastatic ovarian cancer in patients with mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 [41, 42] . This was also the case in the study of the anti-programmed cell death 1 antibodies developed for hypermutated tumors linked, among others, to mismatch repair deficiency [38, [43] [44] [45] . Cancer-related genes account for a large part of the actionable genes.
The steering committee decided to limit these recommendations to SFs for cancer-related genes in adults. Indeed, most hereditary tumor syndromes occur only in adulthood. Because of the lack of involvement of children in the process of genetic analysis (decision by written consent of parents or legal guardians) and the lack of maturity of children in the SF perspective, these recommendations for children are both sensitive and complex. In terms of actionable tumor-predisposition genes in children, a dedicated subgroup should be created separate from the development of the current guidelines.
One of the most important challenges for the ethical and legal subgroup was to define guidelines to manage patient information and the use of written consent by focusing on three major principles: the medical benefit, the autonomy of the patient and the right to know and not to know. Our dedicated working group on information and consent started with a review of available informed consents in Europe. Some of our members from Switzerland and France already participated in the elaboration of national informed consent in genetics (French Genetic and Cancer group, INSERM Ethics group). For SFs in cancer genes, we have built a specific consent taking into account available works, legal aspects, and patient association considerations. The use of double consent, allowing for a period of reflection and the opportunity for patients to express their opinion again, seemed an important element, not found in the literature to our knowledge. The second SF consent, proposed during the reporting of primary findings, should also be offered again to patients who have stated in the first consent that they did not want to know the SFs. Thus, as for all patients, these patients will have the right to return to the decision after a period of reflection. Even if no formal pilot experiment of such a double consent was performed by the group, this is in accordance with the dynamic consent approach recently proposed to provide adaptive consent for research [46] . To improve the quality and harmonization of information given to the patient, we believe that the video tool could provide important and consistent support for communicating with the patient.
The present recommendations are not meant to substitute for the clinical and ethical judgement of clinician, but they are proposed as a basis for reflection to help with the prescription and the results of the genomic analyses in a homogeneous way. These recommendations are not a substitute for a personal bibliographic watch that is an integral part of the clinician's work in a context of continuous improvement of medical knowledge due to the variety of cancer-predisposition syndromes and the technical complexity. Thus, these guidelines cannot be held responsible for the management of the SFs, which is the responsibility of the clinician.
The list of genes established by the SFMPP is not exclusive; it is considered a "minimal list" of actionable genes predisposing to monogenic cancer in adults. Furthermore, for SF management, likely pathogenic (IARC class 4) [19, 20] variants and variants of uncertain significance (IARC class 3) seemed too uncertain for the SFMPP workgroup for consensus. The implementation of large-scale sequencing in current practice (and in the general population) will probably redefine the frequency and pathogenicity of such variants.
Because of the evolution of knowledge, the reclassification of variants of uncertain significance or likely pathogenic variants to pathogenic variants could lead to a return of results representing SFs. Therefore, the management of such SFs by reclassification could be oriented by the position of the patient about these results in the two informed consent forms previously signed.
Similarly, the current recommendations are developed according to the state of knowledge at the time of writing, but they are expected to evolve. A periodic review of SFMPP genes should allow for reclassifying genes with higher proof.
Regarding the future perspectives of the SFMPP, it seems necessary, in parallel with this literature watch, to establish a monitoring of SF census at the European level to better adapt the current recommendations to laboratory and clinicians' practices [47] .
Managing SFs associated with cancer-related genes has become an emerging concern for clinicians and laboratories because of the extensive use of gene panels and large-scale genomic analysis at somatic and germline levels. This work provides a first step toward standardized guidelines in France and Europe for SFs related to cancer-predisposing genes.
